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‘~ INTRODUCTION
/)
j

The problem of turbulence in aerodynamics is at present being
attacked both theoretically and experimentally. In view of the
fact however that purely theoretical considerationshave not thus
far led to satisfactory results the experimental treatment of the
problem is of great importance. Among the different measuring
procedures the hot wire methods are so far recognized as the most
suitable for investigating the turbule.n.cestructure. The several
disadvantages of these methods however, in particular those arising
from the temperature lag of the wire can greatly impair the measure-
ments and may easily render questionable the entire value of the
experiment.

The name turbulence is applied to that flow condition in which
at any point of the stream the ma,gnitud,e:ind direction of the
velocity flu:tuate e,rbitrarj.1.yabout a we”ildefinable mean value.
This fluctuation imyarts a cel}tainwhirling characteristic to the
flow.

At any point in the flow the velocity can be decom~osed into
a mean velocity and a so-called turbulence component. The time-
average value of the latter ia by definition equal to zero. The
turlnzle.ntvelocity fluctuations accordin: to i.nvesti.gatio.nsthus
far made show no re~ularity in their details a,ndl~enceit is evident
t]latthey obey only statistical laws. Between the velocity fluc-
tuations measured at different points a certain correlation is
observed WhiCh serves to define the turbulence dimensions in space.

The order of magnitude of the turbulent fluctuations in actual
fl.OWSiS relatively small, bei.n~altogether 0.25 to 2.5 percent of

‘—*Y~iteles~t.6si Es M6r6si Rendszer A Wodr6tos Turbulen:ia_
Kutat6sba.,n,”A Mi.iegyetem”Aekodinamikai Int6zet6be,nK6sztiltMunka
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the time-averaged value, and only in extreme cases will it attain
5 percent of that value. The frequency range of the turbulence
fluctuations however is uuch greater, the frequency numlers lying
between 10-3000/second.

On the basis of what has been said above an instrument for
measuring the velocity fluctuations must satisfy the following
requirements:

1. It must be able to measure up to about a 1 percent effective
velocity fluctuation and up to about 5 percent of the latter or,
referred to the time-ave~”agedvalue, to about 0.05 percent accuracy.

2. The size of the measuring device must be small so that it
should not be larger than tne chare.cteristicdimensions of the tur-
bulence and therefore in many cases it must not exceed 1 millimeter.

3. It must faithfully reproduce the sine components for the
different frequencies as far as possible within the range of
10-3000/second.

4. If the connection (correlationnumber) between the velocity
fluctuations measured at two or more points is investigated, the
velocity fluctuations must be reproduced with the greatest yossibl.e
faithfulness. ‘Thisuniform reproduction of the frequency ra.n~ein
addition to the phase relations however imposes severe requirements
on the instrument.

Hot ?~iremeasurements go back to about 3!)years ago when for the
first time its possibilities for measuring stream velocities were
investigated. 1P 1.914L. V. King (reference 1) lowered a heated wire
into a heat diss~.pati.ngair stream to investigate the air flow laws.
At the same time as King, Dr. Istavan Schrodt (reference 8) was occupied
with the development of a zero inertia velocity measuring instrument
using for this purpose slender heated filaments. Unfortunately however
h.ewas u-aalleto give any relation expressed by equations.

Following King’s lead Hu.gue.nard,Magnan and Planiol (refer-
ence 6) concerned themselves with hot wire velocity fluctuation
measurements, investigating in particular the velocity fluctuations in
the free atmosphere.

H. L. Dryden (reference 2) was the first to determine theoret-
ically the thermal lag effect of the wire and its numerical value and
to design a compensated amplifier. This amplifier system was further
develoyed by W. C, Mock (references 3 and 5) and his coworkers.
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~,; Independently of the above, Doetsch (reference 9) in Germany
i conducted hot-wire velocity fluctuation measurements without
J== ,-

il
,\
t how6VeT”-”com@nsatin~for the theimil”lagi

I
Ij, In Holland, Ziegler (reference 11) indeyende.ntlyof Dryd.en[;
~ designed a condenser compensated apparatus and (reference 12)
~. measured the thermal lag of the wire using a va.ria%lecurrent bridge.
[

IJ In England, Simmons and Salter conducted several tests with
,, their hot-wire apparatus (reference7) especially their well-kllown,!
‘1
,1 turbulence spectrqm measurements (reference 10).

1p,! Imyortant turbulence meamrements without using the hot-w~$e
method were conducted by Schubauer (reference 4) on the basis of
the increased heat diffusion due to turbulence.

Iitj The procedure for conducting the hot-wire measurements consists
generally in placing a very thin platinum wire (preparedby the

: Wollaston method) in the flow, the wire being heated by an electric
current. The air stream cools the wire to a degree dependiilgon
the streem velocity. The wire temperature thus fluctuates in
correspondencewith the velocity fluctuations and with it the wire
resistance and therefore the voltage drop across it. The voltage
fluctuations of the wire are therefore propo~-tionalto the air
velocity fluctuations. This however is true only if the thermal
lag of the wire is small for those frequencies which are under
investigation.

Unfortunately however it follows from theory that the effect
of the thermal lag cannot be compensated electrically up to any
frequency limit. At higher frequencies the wire responds with a
smaller amplitude because it cannot h.ea’tup and cool down with
sufficient rapidity. A compensating device is precisely a.means
for giving a more faithi’ulamplification of the fluctuations at
the higher frequencies. There is a limit however to the amplifi-
cation as the big]].erfrequencies are continuously increased and
therefore we require only of the coinpensatingapparatus that it
restore a 1 percent drop in amplitude due to the inertia effect .to
approximately its initial value,

In addition to the above primary compensating amplifier a
further amplifier is naturally required for the cases where the

* fluctuations are led to an oscillograph or the effective value
of the fluctuations is measured with a thermocouple voltmeter.
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With the apparatus that has thus far been developed.abroad
(reference 5) the compensator frequency characteristic shows a.dro~
of about
about 30

The
desired.
hot-wire

10 percent f&’ the frequ&cy range of 25-1000/second and “
perce~ltfor the frequency range 10CO-30C)0/second,

design of the amplifying ayparatus siiillleaves uuch to be
There are three fundamentalconditions e.neounteuedi.nthe
method of measuring the velocity fluctuations:

‘] { 1. The known velocity fluctuation a.mpli%tldeshould be capable
of being fixed in advance especially at the higher frequencies.

2. The thermal lag of the wire should be compensated in the
desired frequency range and within the latter the response should be
faithful.

3. The quantity characterizingthe thermal lag of the wire (the
time constant) should be known accurately under the actual conditions.
The compensation for the desired measurements is determined o.nthe
basis of these conditions.

The object of the present payer is to describe a calibration and
measuring apparatus and a method ly which

1. The wire constmts can be determined by siaple measurements;
the scatter of the latter can le readily smoothed out, and on this
basis the amplitude of the fluctuations determined.

2. The thermal lag (time ccnstant) is determined by a separate
method as under actual conditions and the required compensation and
faithful response of the entire apparatus can be readily controlled.

3. Because of the above-mentioned~ossibllity of control of the
compensation and thus the measuring accuxyacyand entire response a.n
essentially better new amplifying apparatus is.obtained.

On the basis of known princi~les it was possible i,nthis paper
to design a reliablb hot-wire turbulence measuring apparatus. To
give a detailed account of it would however exceed the scoye of the
present paper.

The theoretical and experimental scientific work underlying the
present investigation is part of the research.program of the Aero-
dynamics Institute. I here wish to express my sincere and grateful
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th.aks to Dr. Elod Ahody, the director of
for his careful guidance and far reaching
‘~oifit~”d-outthat without turbul.ehce‘~e-sts

;
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the Aerodynamic Institute,
support. It was he who
fruitful aerodynamic research

cannot be conducted. In the autumn of 1939, I was entrusted with the
design of a.turbulence measuring a?maratus...- Xn designing the apparatus
and in working out the priaciple~ of t]~epresent investigation I have
received much useful advice and much,material aid without which this
experimental investigation could not have bee,nu.ndertake.n.

TRANSFORMATION OF THE KING FORMUIA FOR THE

HEAT LOSS OF A HOT”WIRE

According to the relation obtained byL. V. King (reference 1)
the heat 10SS of a thin metal wire in an air stream can be expressed
in the following form:

H=(O~- eo)(~fi + 7) (1)

where

H heat loss per unit length of wire

v velocity of air

% temperature of wire

00 temperature of air

B and y are constants which depend only on the wire diameter
and other data (specific heat, density, conductivity). The validity
of the equation extends down to SLICljsmall velocities for which the
free convection velocity of the heated air may be neglected i.ncom-
parison with th,eblower velocity. The formula moreover can be used
as long ae the radiation loss of the wire is not too large or until
the wire is visibly glowing. At certain vzlues of the Reynolds number
the flow about a cylinder ml~ergoe~ a. C}J~nf& and according to test
results the constants i.nthe e~uation undergo a discontinuous ch.atxze
but the validity of the

L. V. King derived
Qf our investigation we

equation still holds over separate interva~s.

this equation theoretically. For the purposes
shall only make use of it when the above
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equation is valid or the heat loss of the heated wire is proportional
to the temperature difference and to the square root of the velocity
while the constants remain such within a certain range.

The second.law o.nwhich our considerationsare based is that tln.e
resistance of the platinum wire varies linearly with the tenyeratnre
coefficient. The deviations from the linear law for the range of
measurements ccxnsideredlie within small enough limits so that they
can be neglected.

Si..ncethe tem~erature of the wire cannot be ea,silymeasured
directly the heat equilibrium equation referring ‘tothe steady state
must be written in such a form t~iatonly measurable quantities remain
in the equation. We introduce the following notation:

w

ro

r

1

rZ=R

ro2 = R.

J

a

12ea.tin joules

resistance per

resistance per

len@h of wire

yroduced per unit length of wire per unit time

unit length of wire at air temperature @o

unit length of air at test temperature el

total resistance of wire under test conditions

so-called cold resi.stariceof wire, or resistance
temperature

strength of wire heating current

temperature coefficient of wire resistance

at a,ir

In the steady state there is equilibrium between the heat produced—
and heat conducted away or

J2 r. [1 +a (~1 - co)] = (01 - ’90)(pfi+ 7)

We introduce the following quantities

r - r. R - I?.
a = u(G1 - O.) = 2

r. = R. ,q=J; y .,/7

instead of the variables, and the const~.nts
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in-.

-4- ~o=z
C=aro P

q%

and moreover let y’ = Y + Ye,.. The equation written with the new
variables and constants is

Solving the above
simple formulas:

qro(l + a) = : P(Y + Yo)

q(l + a) = acy~ (2)

equation for the varialles we o}tain the following

a q_
‘~-q

(3)

.l+aq
Y a c -Yo (5)

Three variables occur in the equation: the temperature coefficient,
the heating current strength (squared) and the air velocity (square
root). The simple connection between them is expres~cd by the above
formulas. For greater ease of manipulation we smli keep sone
variable as constant treating it as a parsmet,el-and thus dtscuss only
the relation between the other two. We camot howevsr lea-~eout of
consideration the fact tkia.tduring the ~.CtLtZilmeasurements the changes
in the wire resistance react on the heating c’wrent and therefore we
must discuss the so-called dynamic characteristic.

TEE THREE SETS OF STATIC C.H&RACTERISTICCURVES

We shall first investigate the case where the wire temperature
and therefore its resistance is kept constant and
current strength corresponding to which the given
the arising heat quantity:

shall find the
velocity produces

q=-’-J=cY’a+l
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(according to equation (4) ofyreceding sectfon). Tnis means tkt
q is proportioml to y’ from which it follows tk.a.twe obtain
strrai.gh.tlines which.start from the point y“ = o, y = - yoe The
negative values of y naturally have no physical meaning. We can
now very easily obtain the wire calibration or the determination of
the comt%nts C and Y. (fig. 1). The wire is calibrated by con-
necting it in a resistance (Whetstone or Thompson) bridge and
balancing the desired resistance and therefore the temperature. Tor
each wind velocity we obtain the current given hy the balanced bridge
and in this way the wire temi~erature.Through the points we draw the
characteristic curve. The se@en.t intercepted by the abscissa axis
gives the value of y. while the value of c is obtained frou the
slope. The slope is

()& a ~%
c

aya=— ‘—a+l Y’
(6)

\

From this we can see that for a = 1 the slope is 1/2 of c and.
only for a.=m is the entire value of c obtained. The case
a =m Is indicated by the dottod line of figure 1.

In the characteristic of the f’1.uctuationmeasurement the current
intensity and therefore q is constant. To the different values of
the velocity and therefore y there correspond different values of
the temperature, that is, a. The latter is simply connected with y
and the parameter q. This idealized state however would be realized
if’the wire, whose resistance is assumed very large, is heated from
a very large source of voltage across it and thus the resistance
fluctuations would not react on the wire heating cunwnt. The equa-
tion of the curves

qa = ———”Cy’ - q’ q = const.

represents h,yperlolaswhose asymptotes are parallel to the coordinate
axes, the horizontal asymptote coinciding with the axis cEfa.bscis~as
(fig: 2), that is, when- y = m -c?= o* ‘l”heposition of the vertical
asymptote is determined as follows: Let y’ . y~ where a =m and
Y’ = Y~ where a = 1, then

q
a=

q
1 = Cytl . q and a =m=

Cy’a - q

from which Cy’l = 2q and cy: . q and therefore y’a = yi/2.

.— —,-. ——..- .. ... . . —.. .— I
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asymptote cuts the positive y axis, then
zero the tire h cooled down. It is still

9

whev the wind
necessary

however to have a current because otherwise the wire would not be
sufficiently sensitive at greater velocities.

The measure of the sensitivity is givenby the derivative of’
ths curve:

(7)

From this as a basis there are computed the voltage fluctuations
which are produced by the velocity flu@ma.tions,

‘.
The third ciass of characteristic curves are the wire heating

curves. Here we consider the velocity constant and thus the temper-
ature as a function of the current and therefore the degree of
heating. These characteristicsare likewise hyperbolas whose
asymptotes are parallel to the coordinate axes. The horizontal
as~pto%e is given by a = - 1, that is,

.

~=~; 1~ q
Cy‘ -Vr--cyt.q”-l

Naturally the part of the
meaning. The position of
follows. Let

curve below the q axis has no physical
the vertical as~ptote is computed as

= qa for a =~

=qlfora=l

ql
then a.=l=— snda=m=

qa
cy’ - q~ ~GY

and therefore Cy‘ = 2ql and Cyl = qa from which qa =,2ql

If the curve is plotted not with the values of a but With the
res5.stance R itself we obtain a quite similar curve. ~ this c,ase
however we eXpr3aS Wie’reciprocal of the resistance l/R as a func-
tion of q and this must give the straight line .
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.’. *=$(1-*); ‘iwo..;,=$ “,.

.

(8)

Ikrotithe’inte~ce~?i,onthe vertical axis we thus obtain the ~esistance
fOr zero heating cu.zzientcondition, that is Ro, ‘theso-called cold
resistance which corresponds to the air temperature.

(’), We al~o require for later purposes the slope ~ given by

.()$Y=

With the aid of
heatin~ ’current

\uq/
Y

a (Cy’ 2.L.~ #-y = -—(CYf
-(-d =a(~+a)

(9)
- !i)2 q

.

this coefficientye can compute the effect of the
fluctuations on the tlaermalstate of the wire.

DYNAMIC CIMRACT~STIC AND ‘THECOMPUTATION

OF THE VOI,TAGEFLUCTUATIONX5 “ ‘ ‘
.,.,.. .

Thus far we have considered the wire by itself. Actually however
the wire is connected in a heating current circuit. If the velocity
fluctuates, the vire temperature and therefore the entire resistance
will fluctuate. This mea~m however a variation of the resistance of
the current circuit and therefore of the wire heating current. Ile
consequently can not regard the latter as constant and must thus
consider a further characteristic curve of the wj.re,-theso-called
dynamic charac-teristicwhich is analogous to that of the electron
tube (fig. 4).

All our considerations thus far have ref’erredto the stage of
thermal equilitiriurnhence to phenomena where the thermal lag of the
wire is not taken into account. From th.e.precedingdiscussion we
know that the velocity i’luctnationsare imall in comparison with the
fundamental velocity. It is thus colivenientto consider every vari-
able as made up of two parts namely, the average value with res~ject
to tine zmd the fluctuatin~ component. We denote’the average by a
bar over the symbol and the fluctuating component by A. \Jethus
have .. ,,,.

v=;+Av; J=7+AJ; R=~+AR.;;, ,
. .

Y= f+Ly; q=.G.+Aq.;”a =~+Aa

..
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(,Inwhat follows we shall everywhere use the diffel’entialcoef-
ficients -&n,.@aceof.the .ditferent -coe$f.icients,l~hichcor?~e~p~nds
to neglecting the tez’msof higher oi-derin the Taylc>rseries.)We
compute the constants from the mean values. The error thus com.itted
assuming a *1O percent velocity fluctuation remains.$elow0.5 percent.

According to the transformed equation (3) a = a(~, q); hence
in the case of sms,llchanges, neglecting the terns of higher order}

‘a= (%)q‘“ cay“
But q =’

aq
q(a)’ and I ()

“=‘1(R);hence Aq = ~ ,La
T ~

‘3= ($)q ‘y + (%)Y (2) ‘a~

The coefficient
da
()~ dw is the so-called dynamic slope. The coef-

ficient
aq.

()Zr
gives the Variation of the current with the resist-

ance. The subscript r indicates tliatthe current circuit remains
unchan@ in the differentiationand should not be conffusedwith the

quantitY (*)~- refer~ing to the wire.

We obtain the voltage fluctuation in the following manner.
wire voltage, in the same ‘manneras above, is decomposed into a
value and a fluctuating component.

P SF +AP=(7+AJ)(fi+AR)

Neglecting the second degree terms

AP = Ro(l + ~) AJ + Ro~ Aa

‘J =
)

(~ ““‘a; ‘a = f-’) ~Y
r dYldP

(lo)
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J J.

The above can be briefly written as in the

(11)

following form:

“i’(12) ,

This equation holds only for the slow so-call-cdquasi-stationaryvolt-
fluctuations. For rapid changes the thermal la~ of the wire modifies
the relations. Hence the value of the voltage fluctuations thus
COQLlted will later be denoted by APT

voltage fluctuations because that would
no thermal lag.

The second faotor E on the right
properly speaking the correction factor
teristic:

and will be termed the virtual
be their value if there were

side of equation (12) is
of the wire dynamic charac-

It expresses the reaction of the fluctuations on
Thus if we use a very large voltage source and a

the wire current.
very large resistance
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connected with the wire> the
,, is__nottaken into account in....

tion o~ ~he voltage ‘~~e”’wohld

The third factor in the

where % is

We shall

13

current would not vary. If this effect
the wire characteristic or the computa-
have E = 1.

equation is

Y’ y +-

the value of q

now cornpu.tethe
the simple case when tilewire

Yo !I

corresponding to zero velocity.

value of E. We shall first consider
with a large resistance connected with

it has ~ large source of voltage across ;t (fig, 5).

We shall denote the value of the resistance in the circuit not
including that of the wire by Ros. The total.resistance is thus

R =Ro(l+a+s) J=#-l+~+s
o

(%)r=‘J(%3r =‘2’ , +i +s

or using equation (9)

(13)

(14)

~.e
‘=l+25e
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where e“ denotes the ratio of the wire voltage to the total.battery
voltage. Thus the coefficient E is very slimplyexpressed since it
depends only on the percentage of the battery voltage used and on a.
Since “thebattery voltage is at least 10 to .20tines the wire voltage
and a is never greater than 1, the value.of X is not much below
0.8.

The iaeactionof the fluctuations on the current circuit and the
fact that we must talieinto account the dynamic characteristic -
explains this 10 to 20 percent deviation of

-.
~T(jNSTATI()~ySTA~ OF ~

The results thus far obtained all..apply

F from.unity. .,,

.........
WIRE

to the case where the
changes are very slow or the heat generated in the wire is in
equilibrium with the heat conducted away, l?orrapidly,qc!:yly:rl~n~
changes the quantities of heat generated and conducted~are not equal
and the difference is taken up by the wire heat capacity.

Let Q be the heat contained in the wire referred to unit length.
The rate of chanGe of the heat is obtained from tinedifference between
heat produced and heat lost e,ccordingto equation (1)

dQ
E=

We can write
in the first

where h is

J2ro [1 +U(el - 6.)] - (61 - O.) (P fi+ Y)

the eq~ation using tha variables and constants introduced
section. In addition let

Q=hG=4.2m5~; lGa]-=4.2WSr3C

the heat capacity of tilewire, m the mass of unit
length of the wire, o the s~jecificheat if the wire and

h
n=-— the thermal.lag constant of the wire. With the variables

‘o
introduced above we have

da
— = q(IL+ a) - acy~

n dt

As we see the above equation reducea to the steady skate equation (2)
if @=O

dt “



The eqLlationof the un.steailystate
obtained by Dryden (reference 2) on the

15

of the heated wire was fj.rst
assumption that the heating

current of-the-wire was constant.
.—

AS was already s-hewneven in quasi-
sta-tionarystate this supposition does not correspond to actual
conditions and therefore in the e.~ression for the nonsteady s~ate
equation we must take into account the effect of the fluctuation of
the current.

Since we are considering the measurements of the velocity
fluctuations and since the magnitude,of-any fluctuation is ~mall as
compared with the average value, we shall again split up the vari-
ables into the mean value and the fluctuation component. The mean
value satisfies the steady state equation:

Ln addition we write down the nonsteady state equation:

da
n z;

= q(l i-a) - acy’

Subtracting the top equation from the bottom, since ~ = ~, we
have

~ d~a = Aq + ~Aa + ~Aq - ;cAy’ - c~’~a +
m

+ AaAq - cAaAy

Neglecting the second crder small quantities and making use of
equation (2) we are led to the following simple form

E dAs. 6(5 -i-1) ~z=
—= —Aq-Aa-

‘ndt
— AjT’

q Q G

Introducing the relations

aq() -2ac ‘aa
()‘Q= KrAa; -7=— by ~

and making use of equation (9)
.. ... .. . ..,..,,,..,.......,,,,,.,,,,,, ..

1- ($;, (::)r ; n % + ‘a = ,- (Jy (~)r

(i5)

—
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which with the aid of equations (9) and (14) we ,canreduce to the
following form

-.
la dAa da

()
--- . n —.. + Aa = — Ay
l+2~e~ ‘t ‘y dyn

In what follow~ we shall require the voltage fluctuations.’ We
can express AI’ in terms of Aa on
and (13)

AI’= Rot(l -

Multiplying the previous equation hy

the basis of e~uati,ons(11)

*
e) Aa

RnJ(l - e) we obtaiilthe
voltage fluctuation except that on the ~.ef%side are the true voltage
fluctuations while on the right side appear the so-called virtual
voltage fluctuations (equaticm(l.2))which can be derived from the
steady state equation and which would hold for very slow changes.
Thus the equation assumes the form

where

the coefficient N?. being denoted as the
time con~tar.ts~respectively The former

=M (16)

ideal and M the actual
value was assumed by

Dryden without-taking account of the reaction effect of the heating
current circuit. Thusj if the wire is fed “froman infinitely large
source of volta~e 1 + 2~e = 1 and we would have M = MO. In the
actual apparatus used, however, such assumption leads to considerable
error. The value given by Dryden in his first report (reference3)

1
—- = 0.86 - 0.95 depends on the operating state of the system.
1 + 250
This, however} gives an error of 7 to 3.4percent which moreover is
not constant. With the aid of the time constant the general
fundamental equation of the wire

.MdAP +
ZZ-

The equation is entirely similar
except that

.-— -..—.,

the time constant is

..—,, .,,.--.,,,,,,,-..-,,,.,,,,

can be written

AP = APV

in form to
differerlt.

(17)

that derived by Dryden
Here APv denotes that

f

,,, ,, r ,,, ,. ,,,.,,-—- —..—--, , ,.,--,,, , ., , , , ... ,-, ,,, , ,, ..-,..,
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value of the volta~e fluctuation which we considered in the previous
sections. This value would hold for.quasi=stationary.orvery slowly
varying velocity fluctuations while AP is the.actual voltage
fluctuation of the wire under the distorting effect of the termal
lag,

.~wation (17) is a very simple linear first order equation. We
shall solve it for the
can be easily seen Al?
of decreased amplitude

APT.=

case that APV is a sine wave process. As
is then also a sine wave except that it is
and disylaced in phase. Let

-P-voei2fift; &p = poei2flf’t

where P and~E are constant but may be complex. Substitutingo ~—..— -. .
into the equation,wea=s—t-h~atio of-o complex voltage
amplitudes.

Introducing the phase displacement angle

v= arctG 2nfM

the above ratio asxsumesthe following simple form:

PO
- icp

I

P.

~;=e
Cosc?; = Cos q)

~

or the smplitude ratio decreases with the frequency while the phase
lag incre~seso T]~is~ou~d be exactly the situation if the VOltag8
Al?v is connected across a voltage divider consisting of a resistance
R and an inductance L whose time constant L/R is equal to the
time constant of the wire (fig. 6).

We obtain the voltage AP, distorted by the thermal lag, from
the resistance. This can be seen from the substituted circuit. The
considerationsare naturally true for any sine component and therefore
the fluctuations in the above substitution circuit can be expressed ‘
by a Fourier series or a Fourier integral. Table 1 and figure 7
show the effect of the thermal lag on the.amplit.ude.decreas.eand
phase displacement for three values of the time constaut that occur
in practice. Tne tillleconstants refer to platinum wires (Wollaston)
of6to10p diameter in normal use (v = 2 to 10 m/secj and
a=l). -Figure7 shows the amplitude distortion in logarithmic

— — — — 4 ___
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scale, the absolute value of the ab,ovecomplex ratio naturally beiilg
used. It is seen that at large frequencies the absolute amplitude
varies linearly with the frequency.

The turlmlencn,as we mentioned in the introduction, is entirely
random and consists of velocity fluctuations which can be expressed
by a Fourier inte~ral.. ThL~sthe separate components are each
differently distorted. We canmt use a thin enough wire with small
thermal lag ‘insuch a way that in reproducing the velocity fluctua-
tions the distortion due to the effect of the thezmal lag is reduced
to the limit of error. Thus the only recourse is to design an
electric compensating circuit whose distortion effect just balances
that of the wire both as regards amplitude and phase.

To detemine the compensation however ‘anaccurate knowledge of
the time constant for all conditions under which the wire is used is
indispensable. The computation of the thermal lag constant n from
its diameter is on the other haildvery uilcertainbecause the mass of
the wire is proportional.to the square root of its diameter and thus
for example if we determine the diameter of a 0.006 millimeter wire
with an error of 0.0003 millimeter or a 5 percent error this alone
would introduce a 10 percent error in the determination of the time
constant. This error of 0.0003 millimeter can be easily committed
however since this length is quite short within the wave lengths of
the visible spectrum. The unevenness of the wire contributes to the
difficulties of the measurement as well as the fact that the density
required for the computation of the thermed.lag constant and
particularly the value of the specific heat, are not with certainty
at our disposition because the chemical purity of the wire prepared
by the Wollaston method is not perfect.

In view of the above difficulties a solution had to be worked
out which on the one hand permitted direc-tmeasurement of the wire
time constant and on the other J.iandthe control of the proper
functioning of the compensation in operation.

THE EXHZKDIENTAL CO~NTROI,OF THE COAMl?ENSATIONAND

DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF TEE TIME CONSTANT

We have seen in the previous section that the thermal lag of
the wire under any o~erating condition is characterized by tinetime
constant which dei~endson the thermal lag constant of the wire and
on the temperature coefficient and wire current (a and q); further-
more the magnitude of the heat source (e) also gives a correction.
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Hence the time constant values obtained from computation alone and
the determination of the desired compensation is very uncertain.
We could co~lvinceourselves mo4t”’directlyof the correctnessof the
compensation if we could permit velocity fluctuations of known form
and magnitude to act on the wire. Ilromthe distortion of these we
could d,eteaine the correctness of the compensation. We cannot how-
ever solve this satisfactorily, especially at the higher frequency
numbers (above 200/sec)~.)Dryd.tn(referenco 2) ‘emyl.eyedonly a small
frequency f = 60/second for the,fluctuations of the air speed in
calibrating the wire but nei,therwas the desired sine wave process
assured nor was the amplitude sufficientlywell defined,l

A somewhat less direct method is that of fluctuating the heating
current of the wire. Ziegler (reference 12) used a method in which
the wire time constant was measured experimentallyby a variable
current bridge,

In what follows an aFparatus is described which .reprodu.cesthe
fluctuation~ faithfully and with the aid of which the desired
compensationmeasureiientscan oastly and rapidly be controlled. The
underlyin~ idea is that the character of the amplitude response
provides the most sensitive indication ,oftinefaithfulness of the
response,

The.wire heating x.rrent is produced a~ a square wave form.
This is distorted by the thermai lag of the wire into a wave form
consisting of segments of exponential curves. From the record
obtained with an oscillograph any value of the time constant can be
determined as in the case of other heating characteristics (the
heating of an electric motor). The distorted voltage, being led to
an amplifier provided with a compensating circuit is in the case of
a properly designed compensator regained at the output terminals
in its original square form after amplification. The compensation
of the square voltage form can be very accurately controlled.

We can read off from the ~cale of the separately calibrated
amplifier the time co~stant fol”which it has been compensated and
therefore we can dete~ne the wire time constant for the condition
under consideration.

We shall investigate the wire placed in a stream of uniform
velocity and, as we shall later see, connect it to a simple
Whetstone bridge. It turns obt.that we can repeat our considera-
tions with respect to the nonstationary condition of the wire for
the case where, with the stream velocity constant the heating.

—
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current of the wire is made to fluctuate about a mean value by means
of a series-connectedresistance which varies periodically and with
the wire connected to a bridge (fig. 8).

The bridge is so chosen that the ratio of the currents in the
two branches is sufficiently large (1:20 - 1:100). We shall call
this ratio T. We shall express all resistances in terms of the
cold resistance of the wire. Between the points X and Y of the
bridge there is no direct voltage if the bridge is balanced with
direct cur~qent. The c’urrentin the wire in made to fluctuate about
%he mean value by short-circuiting‘~artof the resistances outside
the bridge. I@on the condition ~f ?xeidgebalance

b l+a J’ ~-=— =—=
d c J

; Jo=J+J’=J(l+T)

the bridge resistance itself is

and the tctal resistance of the circuit is

~R . ~o(l.+a+b
l+T )

+ St

substituting s = s’(1 + T) or the resistance which gives that
voltage drop which would correspond to the current fl.owj.ngin the
wire. Thus the wire current is

Jo U 1
‘=l+T=~l+a+b+ s

From this we see that we Obtain the same formula for the wire
current as for the simple current circuit except that it is
necessary to take into account the resistance outside the bridge in
obtaining the wire current. The ratio T must be chosen as small
as possible in order that changes in the wire resistance due to
changes in the ratio should not play a larGe part. We may then
neglect the variation of T in the equation.

The charges in resistance in the circuit are determined %y the

derivatives [~~ and (’~’~. We note that
-n.L

—--— . I
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‘(*),=.($)
...., ....,, ,, .,..,

because in the formula a and s are interchangeable.

Let us write down the equation (15) for-the unsteady state
noti~ that hy = G

Substituting the equalities

(’)Mi=k
aa)r [)Aa+ k An; cj’-~.%

ds a

From equations (9) and (14)

Substituting the true time constant fron equation (16) we have

M=+& 2Ge As
dt =

- ——
1 + 2Zie

(19)

The above equation gives the relation between As and Aa.
l?romthe equation we see that the time constant characterizes the
current fluctuation the same way as the veloclty fluctuations.

We must now determine the voltage fluctuations. In the present
case however the voltaGe f~octuations of the wire are not propor-
tional to the resistance and therefore to Aa, The current $O11OWS
the. square.form QC the.wave corresp,ondi~.to the short-circuitingOf
the resistance while the wire resistance follows the distorted wave
form consisting of’the exponential segments.

-- — .,-,--., ,., ,.,.,.,-... —,-—,—-. ..... .... ... . -—,.-. ..——
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In order that we obtain the fluctnation~ of the voltage (temper-
ature) proportional to the resistance fluctuations we derive the
voltnge fluctuation between the points X2 Y of the Whetstone bridge
La figure8. This fluctuation consists of two parts. Between the
points X and Z the voltage fluctuation.due to the voltage fluctua-
tion of the wire, equation 10 is

AI’ZX= Ro(l

Between the p~ints Y and Z
only the current fluctuating

APZY

the resistance (bi3(,) is constantj

= CROAJ’

AJ~ = JT-——%———
AT

+ TAJ; ~ = _ Aa

l+a+b

APzy 1+= Aa
= RoT-—

l+;+b

,,,
J. ‘a+l+b

.+(1 + ~) ROAJ

ATzy

APXX = RO(l + ~) AJ + fioAa - Ro(l +~) AJ -

- k.
l+E Aa

l+;+b

AP~ = JRo~l -
1+5

)
Aa = JRo(l - f) Aa

\ l+;+b,

1+5 tio(l +;) F“
where f’= —— = —,.—. — = —

l+a+b ka(l +; + b) ‘hr ‘

In the last equation we substitute the quantity f which is quite
analogous to the quantity e which is the ratio of the wire voltage
to Ifwe multiply equation (19) by fio(l - f)
we

the bridge voltage.
obtain

(20)

..-..-. . .
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The above equation is entfrely similar inform to equation (17)
except that here the fluctuating resistance of the heated circuit i
enters,.in,.place..of-the.virtual.voltage-.f.luc.tuations.If -the chang~s
in the resistance follows the purely square form (fig, 18) then the
fluctuations of the resistance consist.of exponential segments
(fig, 18). If we lead the vol-ta5efluctuation AP~ which is.
accurately propartfonal to the resistance fluctuation} to an
amplifier which is provided with a cow~ensating circuit and determine
the compensation correctly then the amplified voltages are propor-
tional to the resistance fluctuations, that is} we obtain a purely
square voltage form at the amplifier output terminals.

COMPENSATION OF THE TH31RMALLAGBY A TRANSFORMER CONNECTION

The simplest compensation is obtained given by a voltage
divider consisting of a resistance and inductance, the voltage being
taken off from the inductance (fig. 9). This adaptation was also
the one used by Dryden.

This solution however possesses two disadvantages, The first
is that the time constant is altered by the variation of the resist-
ance R and thus to the value of a single time constant corresponds
a different absolute amplificationsand such a long series of measure-
ments is very inconvenient. The greater dj.sadvantagehowever lies in
the fact that the ertiorsgiven by the connection can only be corrected
if we chanpjeall the other elements of the system to correspond to the
fixed time constant. The compensation of the circuit is accurate only
if on the one hand the load of the compensating circuit can be regarded
as a pure resistance load or if the frequency is small; and on the
other hand if we are far from the resonance point of the inductance
coil L.

The increase in the resistance Rt iu at the expense of the
amplification, but we can displam the resonance point toward greater
frequencies only with very great difficulty if the time constant is
given. There is thus no other way except either to be content with
the greater accuracy obtainable with a lower frequency range or to
seek a solution where the abo~e errors are eliminated without inserting
further circuits which would have to be varied when determining the
value of the time constant.

The fundamental circuit of the compensated amplifier of Dryden
~~iS shuwn in figure 10.:’Wi%h-this“ci”rcuit’’’lt”waspossible for ~yden
and his coworkers)after further improvements on it, to produce an
amplifier (reference5) in which through the ~ompensation the frequency
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characteristic in the rangq 25-1000/second shows a deviation of
10 percent and in the range of1000-3000/second a deviation of
40 to 45 percent in comparison with.the meatwred value”at 100/second.
The magnitude of the above value is due to resonance. This linear
distortion does not answer our requirements %ecause in the above
distortion the faithfulness of the response is not satisfactory.

we

we

If in equation (l?) which expresses the e$fect of thermal lag
give the value of P and sn.ibstitute

obtain the equation

(21)

This shows that equation (1-1)holds not only for the voltage fluctua-
tions but also for the voltages themselves. In the equation the

term M% can also be called the compensating voltage because we

must add this to the distorted wire voltage I? in order to obtain
the initial undistorted or so-called virtual voltage.

We shall amplify the voltage P by two amplifiers connected in
parallel (fig. 11), Let one of the voltage amplifying factors le ,gl
so that the anrpl.ifiedvoltage is glP. Let the other amplifying factor

be a differential operator $2 & so that the other voltage obtained

is g2 ~. If we add the two voltages which act h parallel we obtain

@’+432$$=g,(~~+F)=glPv, if $.

From this we see that the amplification is determined by

M

gl alone
while the time constant which results from the compensation is
determined by the ratio of the two parallel amplifiers. We can vary

~ to any degree by varying the compensation.the quantity dt

Let us see what amplitude distortion and phase displacement the
differentiation gives for a sine wave voltage, The differentiation
from our point of view can be conceived as a linear distortion and we
can determine the amplitude ratio and,phase displacemeritas a function
of the frequency. Let
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or the mplitude ratio must increase”with the frequency while the
phase must be disi~laced ~/2 ahead.- @ch.a frequency characteristic

,.$ must be possessed by the amplifierswithin the intended frequency
range. The cond3.tionitself also shows that it is not possible for
the compensator to have frequencies of any”magnitude whatever for
such high frequencies require a proportionately greater amplification.

For the differential apparatuswe choqae a transformeyj since
in the no-lpad condition of the’transformer the primary current is
proportional to the derivative of the,secondary current. Therefore
by putting the primary side of ~he transformer in a prepopd.erantly
ohmic resistance circuit the primary current is proportional to the
voltage of the volta8e source and thus in the voltage of the secondary
we obtain a time derivative. The practical solution was to connect
the primary side to the anode circuit of a pentode with large internal
resistance (Rb = 2 megohms) while the secondary side is connected
nearly without load by means of’a direct tube amplifier to the grid
of a following tube (fiG. 12),

The actual circuit connections are shown in figure 14, the
elements being so connected that in the direct amplifier a uniform
amplification is obtained and in the differential stage the corres-
ponding amplitude anclphase ratios accurately correspond to the
differentiation.

The amplification by the direct stage amplifier can be increased.
The increase is limited however by the condition that the value of
the desired time constant can only reach the value corresponding to

the value of’ ~ or we must also “beable to increase g2= The latter

however is lim~~ed in value and thus we amplify further the already
compensated voltage.

The value of the time’constant Can be varied by regulating either
%1 or g2. We can obtain a iargf3range of regulation if we vary
both. It is best to v~ry ,gl in several fixed stages but g~
continuouslybut between ~ller limits in such a manner that the
regLllatedValues of #32 just com6s in between the fixed jumps of gl.
By the sufficiently fine variation of, g2 we can control the time
constant to”whicfi’the “cixap-ensation,give~ris6 while gl, which
determines the absolute amplification of the compensated voltage, has
only several fixed values.

--- —
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It can be verified directly with an oscill.ogramthat the above
described amplifier;with”’transformerassures a faithful retiponse.
These oscillogram.sare shown in fi@m_esl.8(a)to (g). I’igure18(a)
shows the square-form fluctuation impressed on the heating current
circuit (tilevoltage being taken off’from the 5 ohm normal resist-
ance). The cunmntfluctuation depends on the wire resisknce and ,,,
therefore the variation of,the voltage fluctuation that is taken
from the points AT of the bridge follows the exponential form
(fig. 18(b).

Wi,ththe connected compensating circuit we can set the compensa-
tion for different values. In the case of perfect compensationwe
regain the original square-wave form (fig. 18(e)), Figurt#18(c)
and (d)‘showthe cimdition of undercompensation (M1 <M) and
figures18(f) and (g) the condition ot overcompensation (M1>M).
me wire data were d = 0.008 millbder;, M = 1.6.1.03second; the
frequency was 200/second. “

The
ure 13.
ling the

DESCRIPTION OF THE NI?.AUTJRINGCIRCUIT’

arrangement of the mes.sw;ingcircuit is sketched in fig-
The wire is connected to a Whetstone bridge. For control-
he~ting of the’wire~ in rough measurements, as well as for

various connections, a special junction box was employed (K. K.)
which could be used with various wires (not shown in the figure for
greater clarity). A 5 ohm normal resistance which was connected in
series with the w~re forming one branch of the bridge was connected
&=.sm&e&+w4-%h=:-%EW-’wi~e”’fomfng”’onebranohofi-the bridge was connectad
to the junction box. For the other two branches of the bridge there
was used a part of the resistances of a measuring bridge (W. bridge),
The ratio of the two bi-ancheswas chosen as 5:100 and thus sat~sfied
the condition (T = 0.05) under whichwe obtained our results. ~The
galvanom.eterrequired for the balancing (G) was connected to the
junction tiox. For current source there was used a 20 or 40 V
storage battery. The current was measured by measuring the voltage
across a 5 ohm normal resistance in series with the wire, The
voltage was measured with a direct current compensating apparatus (F. K.).

For amplifying the voltage fluctuations taken off the wire and
compensating the thermal lag there wag used the first stage
amplifier (E- E.). The amplified and compensated voltage taken from
the amplifier was ?-cdto the principal amplifier (F. KS) to whose
output connecting 20S%S was connected the the~OCOLlple voltmeter,
(Th, V.) which measured the effective value of the fluctuations and
to a cathode ray oscillograph (Osc.) which permitted viewing the
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fluctuation process. For calibrating the voltage an audible frequency
.g6nerator,(Gen.),yas ueed., we calibration voltages were adjusted
with a one way reading millimeter. The s~harO’W&*e-flu3tuatton_for
measur~th e time constant was ‘obtainedby a mechanical interrupter
driven by a synchronousmotor. The velocity measuring wire itself
was connected to the junction box by a shielded cable. For accurately
adjusting the position of the wire at’the place at which the velocity
survey was made ‘anarrangement capable of fine adju.stmeutand movable
in two directions was at our d%sposal. Thevelocitles weremeasured
in d wind tunnel.

,,. .. ,,
By means of the cross conne~tlons to the junction lox it was

possible to connect the primary amplifier to the wire (a), or in
measuring the time constant to the bridge junctions (b), or to the
generator producing the calibrating voltage (c).

..;
The wind tunnel in the Investigationwas that used for turbulence

investigationby the Aerodynamic Ynstitute. It is 500 millimeters by
50.0millimeters cross section and 2200 millimeters in length and
c’apalleof wind velocitie~ of 0.2 to 30 meters per second.

With the above described arrangement the following measurements
could be made.

1. Measurement of the wire resistance, obtained by balancing the
galvanometersin the bridge.

2. Measurement of the wire heating c~rent. The voltage across
the 5 ohm normal resistance is measured with the voltage compensator
when the bridge is balanced and no current flows in the galvanometers.

3. Measurement of the wind velocity, with a IWmdtl tube and
micromanometer.

4. Measurement of the time constant. The voltage proportional
to the resistance fluctuations of the wire Is led from the post b
“ to the first stage anqilifier. In the case of correctly adjusted
compensationwe can read off the value of the time constant’from the
calibration scale of the primary smplifier circuit. Tne correct
‘compensationis controlled in an objective manner with the aid of the
picture appearing on the oscillograph screen.

““a”5J Measurement ofi.the-degmeed? %~bulence, or the effective
value of the velocity “fluctuations. With the first amplifier set for
the correct time constant we determine the compensated voltage’
fluctuation proportional to the velocity fluctuations, After further

■�✎�✍ ✎✌✌✎✌✌✌✎✎✎✎✌✎ ( , ,.,..-.., . . ..-...—. .-——,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., -.—
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amplification the voltage is
meter. Corresponding to the

measured with
adjustment of
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the thermocouple volt-
the compensation and the

magnitude “orthe fluctuationswe also .raimsurethe &agnitudes “
characterizing the state of the wire..under test (heating current$
resistance).

6. Calibration of the amplification. We set the alternating
current delivered by the frequency generator to a fixed value and
lead the produced voltage fluctuation across a 1 ohm normal resist.
ante to the amplifiers (terminal c of the K. K. switch), With the
thermal voltmeter we measure the yo?.tageobtained from the amplifiers.

CALIBRATION OF THE AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS

Since the aflyaratusused in the measurements except for the
amplifiers can be obtained commercially, only the amplifiers must
be carefully calibrated especiall-ythe compensating stages of the
thermal lag of the initial amplifier. The amplifier was constructed
by Karoly Pulvari of the Mechanical Measurements Laboratory on the
basis of the principles of the present investigation. The detailed
drawing of the connections is shown in figure 14.

The object of the main amplifier is to further amplify the
voltage compensated hy the primary amplifier and already proportional
to the velocity fluctu.a”hionsand render the voltage measurable with
a thermocouple voltmeter. Thus the only requirement imposed on the
main amplifier is that i~ should aaqplifyuniformly within the frequency
range used.

It was possible to perfect the primary amplifier, especially to
adjust it by varying the resistances R8 and R17) so that the
desired trend of the characteristic curve of the compensating stage
(correspondingto the differentiation) is obtained. Special clifficulty
however was encountered in the response at small frequency n~bers
(f < 501sec). It was found possible to increase the faithfulness of
the response with the aid of a branch consisting of a resistance R6
and capacitance C6 and with the connections used in the primary and
main amplifiers (R4 and C3 = 0.01 NF). The resonance of the
transformer for the differential stage could be lowered by the increased
resistances R8 and R17S The switch K2 was used for the case where
the compensationwas not required (in different measurements) and it
was desired that the amplification inthe frequency range of 5000-
15000/second should not be impaired by the damping effect of the
transformer. ~
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The calibration was effected with a sine voltage supplied by
the frequency generator. There were separately calibrated the
directand differential (iniiirect)stagesof the primary amplifier.

..
Let the complex amplification of the direct stage be

81(f)”=&Sll(f’)ei$~(f)

and ,’thatof”the indirect (differential)stage

where glo and $320 are the nominal amplification factors .(referred
to fo)

$1 and ~2 the phase displacement an@es
91 and 72 the relative amplifications

From equation (17)2 for the sine wave

L@v
AI?=

1 + i2fifM

Let PI be the auplified voltage by the direct stage
P2 the amplified voltage by the indirect stage
Pk the sum of the two

Thus the anu~lifiedand compensated voltage is

i*2i$l + ig2@fn2e_
~k = Al?v

g~o~Ie

1 +’i2JIfM

Let

—..-—

(22)
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If ql = 72 =1 and VI =*2 =0 then with k=]. perfect compe~a-
tion would be o%tain6d. The deviation from this is shown by the
relative amplification and phase displacement of the compensated volt-
age or ~k and $& These we can e~ress as follows:

P]r= &f@@@’) ei$k(f) (23)

The values of q]i and Vk depend naturally on ql) q2, $1, $2

as well as on the choice of M and k. With the above data, qk
and $k can be determined most simply graphically (fig. 15).

First we obtain the value of ~~~. The circle described

with the unit vector ~A as diametar intersects the radius vector ~B
at angle V = arctg 2fifM. The vector OC at right angles to it has

i 2fifM
the value ~-’ We multiply the vector = by ‘ql and rotate

by the angle til and thus obtain the vector ~’ while we multiply
the vector ~ by @2 and rotate by ‘theangle *2 thus obtaining ~.

The sum of the two vectors ~ gives the relative amplification and
phase displacement:

~leiV1 + i2fifkMq2ei$2
E. OF + m’ = —“” — . ~ke ivk

1 + iM2nf

The segment YX shows by how much Vk deviates from unity. These
values na~urally hold for a single frequency. If we draw the
vector OX for various frequencies we obtain a yolar diagram for
the relative amplification and phase displacement. From this it is
clear that we do not choose the value of k as unconditionally unity
but smaller or larger according to the trend of the polar curve. With
the chosen value of k we obtain the value of the time constant

%2-J1

M =—.
@_o K

which is essentially the ratio of the nominal amplification.s.Thus
we see that the calibration of the time constant scale can be obtained
independently of the hot wire measurements.
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We adjust the value of the time constant in the primary amplifier
so that first the direct amplification (glo) can be varied in 7 sta~es
‘andSecondly the indirect (differential) stagemagnifica.tion-(g20) is
regulated continuously.

The values of ql and T12 were meas~ed for constant-amplitude
frequencies. The amplified voltage could be measured with the thermo-
couple voltmeter independently of the frequency., In the case of q2
however where it is necessary,to investigate the relative deviation
from the differentiation it is more suitable to integrate the voltage
with constant amplitude but different frequencies so that after
differeistiationwe obtain a constant am~lithde and from the deviation
from the constant amplitude we measure 72.

The’integrating stage can be obtained in a relatively easy
manner with great accuraoy. The stage was made up of a voltage
“dividerconsisting of a large resistance and a large condenser
(fig. 16) withthe following data:

R= Re = 0.51@, C = l~F

Thus the maximum angular error of the connection atthe lowest
frequency used, 50/second, is b = 1°. This is of the order of
magnitude consistentwith the other measurement errors.

During the measurements the phase displacement angles of the
amplifiers (~1}~z) were adjusted by leading the input voltage to the
horizontal plate of the cathode ray tube and the output voltage to
the vertical plate. Thus in the case of’a sine voltage we obtain
an ellipse on the screen. If we choose the two amplitudes to be
equal (on the screen) the axes of the ellipse include an angle’of
45° with the directions of
angle between the incoming

“+

the deviations and in this case-the phase
and outgoing volkage~ is

where a and b are the major and minor axes of the ellipse. We
can readily see that if the eliipse degenerates into a straight
line, ~= O and if into a circle, $ = 90°.

rn this manner we determined the values of VII q2J $1~ ‘.

“and ’02 ‘and’“preparedthe’pol?ird~agram foreeveral values of k.
In the polar diagram Vk and $k are functions of the frequency
number. This is seen in figure 17 for the time constant value
M = 2.10-3 second, k = 0.97. It is more suitable however in place
of the phase displacement ~k to use the quantity

1“
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as &n indicatorof the trueness of the response.

From this we can seethat up to about 3C!O0/secondfrequency
number the response is very good (about 5 percent deviation) aiid
satisfactory up.to about 5000/second. The greatest difference
ATk iS 14.1.C-5 seconds

constant value of 2.10-3

YR4CTICAL CARRLMG

or less than 1 percent for the time

seconds.

OUT OF THE TURBULENCE MEASUREMENTS

In measuring the turbulence @ large number of points must be
taken so that we can determine the space distribution of the
turbulence fluctuations, the dependence of the latter on the velocitY
or the turbulence boundary layer properties.

The cold resistance is measured from the heating characteristic
of the wire. The square of thb wire current (q) is plotted as a
function of the measured reciprocal of the resistance. According
to equation <8) we then obtain a.downward sloping straight line.
Extrapolating to zero current we obtain the value of the cold resist-
ance.

~ 4+“
The two heat dissipation constantsAused in the measurements at

the desired temperature coefficien$are determined (a = 0.8 - 1.0). ‘
With the apparatus shown in figure 13 we measure the current at which
the temperature coefficient of the wire and therefore its resistance
remains constant for various velocities. The intercept on the
horizontal axis gives the value of Y. and the slope the value of
the constant c (fig. i).

For obtaining the thermal lag constant n we measure the time
constant under different conditions. The state constants of the wire
are measured in the usual manner while the time constant is determined
with the square voltage form as described in detail above. There are
thus at our disposal the corresponding values of a, q and M. With
these expressed in equation (16) we have

so that n can be determined from one measurement alme. More than
one measurement is made for the purpose of equalizing the deviation
of the measurements.

-. —.-—..-—. . . .
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l?romthe values of the constants we prepare the table which
gives the corresponding compensation for the different states of the
wtra;-’Since in the-measurementsthe .me.an.r.esistanGeof the wire is
constant (the bridge adjustment is kept constant) only the heating
current of the wire ‘ischanged corresponding to the various velocities,
Thus the state of the wire iswniquely characterized hi the current.

The table”is computed”asfollows; ll&om&he current and”the
resistance of’the wire we know the value of P. Assuming a constant
vol-tagesource (20 or 40 volts) we compute the value of e. The
value of a is previously comB,@x@; the value of n is known from
tinethermal lag and M = M(J) cmbe computed.

Having thus prepared the table we adjust the wind tunnel to the
corresponding velocity, and ad~~st the wire to the point for which
we wish to measure the velocity fluctuations. ~ the amplifier we
then ad~ust the compensation corresponding to the wire current and
read the thermocouple voltmeter. The reading of the latter is
proportional to the degiieeof turbulence. The effective voltage
fluctuations (the square rgot of the mean square value) is expressed
in percent of the fundamental velocity. The amplification of the
apparatus is throughout controlledwith the frequency generator and
the possible correction factor determined.

Since during the measurements we keep the wire resistance and
thus the value of a constant we note down only the value of the
currentj the reading of the thermocouple voltmeter} and the adjust-
ment of the amplifiers.

In evaluating the results we compute two voltage values. The
first is the voltage which the wire WOUld have under the condition
considered if the degree of turbulence were exactly 1 percent.
Denoting this by API we have from equation (12)

(24)

so that the AP1 can be computed. The second voltage is the input
voltage which for a certainsetting of the amplifiers gives one
division reading of the thermocouple voltmeter. This is given by
the above amplifier calibration table which we modify by a certain
correction percentage in controlling the measurements. The ratio
of the two voltages shows what percent of the degree of turbulence
gives a one ”divistonreading of the thermal voL@@er-..+*., Wq,rnul.tiply
the above value by the voltmeter readi~ to obtain the value of the
degree of turbulence itself. This system has the advantage that for
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the same mean velocity (~) the state of the wire (=, ~)
and therefore the reading of the thermalvoltmeter need
only by the obtained constant.

!iMNo. 1130

does no% vary “
be multiplied

,

If we wish to obtain a visual picture of the turbulence fluctua-
tionwe connect tinecompensated voltage fluctuations from the primary
amplifier to the oscillograph. The abo~e }s important particularly
for observing regular flow phenomena (Karman vortex ‘street,etc,).

With the above turbulence investigating apparatus the probable
error is 3 to 4 percent of the measured value (degree of turbu).ence)t
The greatest part of this error is given by the amplifier and the
thermal voltmeter while the direct current part (W, bridge F, K,) is
essentially smaller. This value of the error corresponds to that in
usual technical measurements and appears satisfactory for the purposes
of turbulence investigation especially since this accuracy is not
attained with the apparatus used in other countries+ This estimated
error is confirmed by the scatter of the measurements which is of
similar magnitude. \

Figure 19 shows the free turbulence or the wind tunnel. There
is clearly seen the quite arbitrary character of the fluctuation.
Figure 20 shows the turbulence research apparatus set up by Szerz6
for the Aerodynamic Institute.
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Table I

f
Au= 0.5m sec M = 1.5m sec M=5msec .
Po/Pvo 9° POIPVO T“ POIPVO y“

0.999 0.996 0.954 17.5
E 0998 M! 0.983 la: 0.847 32.3
50 0.988 8.8 0.903 25.4 0.537 57.5

0.954 17.5 0.729 43.2 0.302 72.4
i% 0847 32.2 0.469 62.0 0.156 81,0

0.537 57.5 0.208 78.0 0.063 E&
0.302 72.4 0.106 83.5 0.032

KM 0.156 81.0 0052 87.0 0.016 89:0
0.063 864 0.021 88.5 0.006 89.6

IOooo 0.032 88.2 0010 89.2 0.CH13 89.7

Tabl e II

f
l/gee I

%
I

VJl
I

%

I
V2 I I~k yk ‘k

M@sec

20
50
100
X)0
500
1000

0.980
0.995
I.000
1.000
1.005
1.020
1.020
0.850

—50
—
—
10

30
60

]20

w

I
0.900 –
I.OLM) 10

1.000 20
1.000 40

1.005 120

1.040 270
1.035 520
0,580 1500

0.970
0.990
I.000
I.Ooo
1.010
1.035
1.030
o.5eQ

—
10

20
40

110
250
510
15(P

65
70
70
68
61
70
75
83
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